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7:30 May Breakfast To Attend Start Ball

CAMPUS TOURS

Beginning with the May break­
fast on Ormsby terrace from 7:30 to 8:30 tomorrow morning, Lawrence will be host to high school stu­
dents. The program in the chapel.

Science Display Is New Feature of Lawrence Day

Lectures to Accompany Interesting Experiments And Exhibits

Lawrence will have its own Cen­
tury of Progress exhibition in Sci­
ence Hall tomorrow morning from
7:30 until 9:30. Each department will have an exhibit which relates to it and may be given and all experiments can be oper­
ated by students.

The physics department will build out its coated copper designs to fix its students' ideas into light

music. It will also be on exhibition and broadcasting will be done on a

Mr. Watts Leaves To Attend Meeting

Mr. Randolph Watts, dean of students, left Wednesday to at­
tend the twenty-third annual con­

Science meeting of the Association of Univer­
sity and College Business Officers of which he is secret­ary-treasurer.

The meeting will be held at the University of Arkansas, Fayette­
ville, Arkansas, the seventh and eighth of May.

A Cappella to Sing Popular and Light Classics Tomorrow

The senior A Cappella Choir will present a program of songs

in connection with a peaceful stu­
dents and alumnae, the day's events move along rapidly.

MINISTERS UNITE

The executive committee of the Board of Trustees of Lawrence Col­
ge in regular session held at the offices of the College on Wednes­
day, May 7. The body granted treat­
ment to the boys, reviewed the student demonstration held on the col­lege campus and congratulated the students for their restraint in the face of great

If it weren't for the five classes I have to go to right now, I probably wouldn't have even come here. I was so looking forward to coming back to the campus, and substantially on happiness. I can tell you it feels like this is probably the most important thing for all humans to do, is have a support system, and a

Habbescabber

And this week we shall have looking into the registration, terms, demonstrations, exhibitions, entertainment and the usual stuff. Helen Johnson, Mother Day, a May Queen.

Last year on May Pole, that might go, no doubt, two hundred people.

We've got to be able to "take it." We can't cry over our spill milk any more. "Real life" is they say. Chin up.

We've got to be able to "take it." We can't moan, or sigh. That's what we are supposed to be doing. We've got to be able to "take it.

"We've got to be able to "take it." We can't moan, or sigh. That's what we are supposed to be doing. We've got to be able to "take it.

"We've got to be able to "take it." We can't moan, or sigh. That's what we are supposed to be doing. We've got to be able to "take it.

President Rogers wishes to announce that the Friday night meetings of the American Ornithologists' Union will be sponsored by the college faculty, and the annual banquet will be held at the Mower Hotel.

The senior A Cappella Choir of Univer­sity of Wisconsin, at the University of Chicago, is scheduled for Lawrence Day tomorrow morning.

Applications for the position of Editor of the Lawrence Daily Business Office are to be turned in at the Business Office by Monday noon, May 12.

A Senior's Day Begins With the Night Before Ends Morning After

A Senior's Day began Wednesday night with a large crowd in attendance. The senior class met in the morning to begin their last day of school and to finish the last day of school.

In connection with a peaceful stu­
dents and alumnae, the day's events move along rapidly.
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Mace Presents Twenty-One New Members Monday

Mr. Tresise Introduces Men in Monday Convention

Mr. F. W. Tresise introduced twenty-one new members as newly elected members of the Phi Sigma Phi fraternity society on the campus, in continuation of last Monday's reception.

The elections were Carl Carlson, Edw. Englund, Robert Cather, Robert Durrow, Gerard Hecker, Fred Efficiency, Edward Powers, Edward Reinke, Wilson Schenle, James Sengiovanni, and Arthur Willott, seniors; and Bob Bartel, Kenneth Smirk, Edward Fricke, Tom Jenkins, Fred Lanch, Clifford Olson, Charles Schwartz, Irving Lyons, James Stratton, and Kenneth Wilker, juniors.

Barton F. Johnson, vice president of Sigma Phi Epilon, is publicity manager for the Viking Post of V. F. W. He is an associate member of Phi Sigma Phi fraternity and worked on the Lawrentian business staff and the Arel for two years.

Bert Culler is president of the L. C. basketball team, and has been active in basketball and boxing. His brother, Bob, was a member of the basketball team, and member of the Executive Committee, and is also a member of the basketball team.

Another member of the football team for three years was Bob Danz.

He is a member of Delta Tau Delta and was chairman of the football team for one year he worked as sports editor of the Viking Post for a year.

Fred Powers is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and has been active in basketball, track, and handball. His brother, Bob, was a member of the football team, and a member of Phi Beta Kappa.

The group included photographs of the organization of the flowers, and the book, and others enlarged for the exhibit.

Fries Publishes Article in Philosophy Journal

An article entitled "On an Extended Criterion of Meaning," by Dr. H. F. Fries, assistant professor of philosophy and psychology was published in the current number of the "Philosophy of Science." It deals with the argument presented by the new philosophers with a positive basis, that the idea of an empirical criterion of meaning is incompatible with any system which maintains that certain aspects of the subjective situation in which we reason are true or false. Dr. Fries presents an extended criterion of the knowledge of the world, and tries to show that this hypothesis is compatible with empiricism.

Manager of the Lawrentian for two years was Bob Danz. He has been on the in-
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Society Devotes Itself to Receiving Weekly Visitors

High school seniors will be flocking to the Lawrence University campus this week-end, and society will devote itself to entertaining the visitors and presenting them to spring at Lawrence. Mothers too will be entertained at fraternity and sorority banquets. Providing that rains does not douse the festivities as it has in the past, the May Queen will be crowned on Sage Terrace Hall of Fame.

The week preceding May 17 will be crowned on Sage Terrace Hall of Fame. It has in the past, the May Queen took place on Saturday at North Shore Country Club. Dinner was served at their hotel and dining between courses and after dinner to the music of Charles Brinkley's orchestra.

Mary Katherine Steinberg and Je Janson were chairman of the affair and Mr. and Mrs. Dolphine and Dr. and Mrs. Parker were chaperone.

Mr. Janson initiated Zeta Tau Alpha's spring formal initiation service Friday afternoon, May 1. Miss Janson is a junior and transferred to Lawrence from Santa Monica College in St. Paul at the beginning of the semester. After the initiation, the sorority held an informal dinner in her honor.

Freshman Zetas entertained the upperclassmen of the sorority at an informal supper in their rooms on Sunday. The supper was a part of their fashion forecasting for the semester, the theme being "Beverly brunching." They would be doing "comprehensive" work.

Next Week's Chapel

Monday: Elections of Executive Committee.
Wisconsin: Mr. Daniel Price, professor of theory and composition, will play a program of organ music. This will be Mr. Daniel's first appearance for more than a year since his return to Lawrence.

Friday: Miss Margarette Wood was named president of the chapter by Bob Mueller, Zeta Tau Alpha's present pledge. Miss Wood was initiated into the sorority on Tuesday, April 14.

To Top Off the Well Groomed

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
222 E. College Ave.
Better Dry Cleaning Gently Delivered to Your Residential Unit

BELLING'S Drug Store
215 E. College Ave.

Select a Gift for Your Mother — at BELLING'S Drug Store

We suggest: Chocolate Basket

In the Same Building as the East-End Postal Station

Kanouse's Dress Shop

Headquarters For the "American Golfer" and "Tomboy Sportswear"
also
LINEN SUITS, SLACKS and CULOTTES

Mr. Terece Writes for Current Issue of "Steel"

The current issue of "Steel," the outstanding journal of the steel and iron production industry of the U. S. contains an article by Mr. F. W. Trotten, "Sociology of engineering steel industry."

In the article Mr. Trotten brings out the importance of the Great Lakes to the steel business of the country, pointing out that it is only the transportation facilities of the lakes which make the iron ore deposit of the Lake Superior region more economical than the foreign ores when delivered to the steel centers. He has calculated the cost of the lowering of the lakes in one year and the accompanying decreased draft and cargo capacity at eight million dollars per foot of drop at lake levels.
It may be spring in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and Walla Walla, Wash. So what! It is spring at Lawrence! And spring at Lawrence means the return of all that is light and sweet and fresh. It means chapel cuts, romance, and Waupaca. And the enjoyment of its wonders entails a new suit, a new tennis racket, a new hair style, and a new rendezvous. The Lawrence presents, in cooperation with the merchants of Appleton, a bird's-eye view of the mode — SPRING AT LAWRENCE.

The Treasure Box Gift Shop

- The best place for Your Individual Stationery
- Styles at $1.00.
- A thoughtful gift for Mother.

ADORABLE NEW DRESSES

$12.95 to $29.50

For Teas and Formals

BEAUTIFUL NETS, LACES, CHIFFONS, AND ORGANIES, WITH OR WITHOUT JACKETS

GRACE'S APPAREL SHOP

104 N. Oxnard St.

DISTINCTIVE STYLES

WAUPACA ON THE HORIZON!

Kool-Tex . . . The Self-Drying Rubber BATHING SUIT

Lace Rubber Bathing Suits — Eighth Wonder of the world
Brown — Black — Red — Navy
Sunflower — White — Turquoise

One-Piece — Two-Piece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.95 to $4.50

SPECIAL RUBBER BATHING SUIT

$1.25

Never did your Appearance depend so greatly upon YOUR HAIR!
The New Hats frankly rely upon your Waves and Curls for half their Chic and Charm!
Temporary waves are too uncertain — they must be Permanent and Flawless . . . also the hair must be cut and styled Properly before your Wave.

HAIR STYLING $ .50 PERMANENTS from $3.50 and up

DRESELY'S BEAUTY SHOP

Zuelke Building Phone 4129 2nd Floor

PAINTINGS LARGES AND SMALLS

ON SALE

IN EVERY ROOM AND ROOMS

ON EVERY BEDROOM FURNITURE

IN EVERY BOOKShelf

IN EVERY KITCHEN KITCHEN FURNITURE

IN EVERY DINING ROOM DINING ROOM FURNITURE

IN EVERY TABLE TABLE AND CHAIR

IN EVERY LIVING ROOM LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

IN EVERY HOME HOME FURNITURE

IN EVERY CHAIR CHAIR AND SOFAS

IN EVERY STORE STORE FURNITURE

IN EVERY HOME HOME FURNITURE
---A TRADITION---

TO LAWRENTIAN DAY VISITORS! You have seen the campus, its ancient trees and weathered buildings softly green with the promise of a traditional Laurentian spring. We are especially glad that you come at this time, when every phase of the traditional part of college life is spread before you. Since 1847 the city of Appleton has grown with the college. To students, places to go and things to do in that city have become time-hallowed, though ever-fresh. On this page is spread out for you a group of the business houses in Appleton, whose high standards of quality and service have made them the mecca of college students for years. Without their services our collegiate life would be incomplete. We invite you to investigate the claim!

1936

NU-OFFER SHOES

What Would —

Mother's Day be without a Box of Candy for her? — Don't let her find out The Candy that Satisfies comes from

OAK'S
One Store Only
125 N. Appleton St. Phone 900

Rent a BIKE
Don't Resist These Nights!
Rental fee — 25c per hour
Special rates for 2 or more hours
Inquire at
Kaufman Hdw. Co.
326 E. College Ave.
Across from the Armory

No Permanent Wave
Is Complete Without Correct Hair Styling
Phone 3 3 3 3

BRETTSCHEIDER FURNITURE CO.
49 Years of Service
Service for Students — 111 W. College Ave.

Quality Merchandise
From a Dependable Firm

Fresh Strawberry Sundae
12c
FRIDAY and MONDAY
2:30 - 5:00
7:00 - 11:00 P. M.

Ford Hopkins

For —

— NOTEBOOKS
— PAPER
— INK

LAWRENTIANS have learned to rely on
Sylvester & Nielson Inc.
209 E. College Ave.

GMEINER'S CANDY SHOP

The Great Lawrentian Institution

RENOWNED AS A HAVEN FOR HUNGRY STUDENTS

La Villa
130 E. College Ave.

FOR 30 YEARS
We Have Catered to Lawrentian Appetites
This ad and 10c entitles you to a Fresh STRAWBERRY SUNDAE (regular size) Friday and Saturday Only

215 W. COLLEGE
OPEN ALL NIGHT

Since 1920
Sunset Presents Murder Mystery Tomorrow Night

Is to be Feature of Lawrence Day Eve

"Shall We Join the Ladies?" will be presented at the Lawrence Day Eve, Saturday night at seven-thirty. Not only is this play being given by Sunset Players, but it is also the scenes-flown finale of the Roaring 20's.

Whether or not it's so easily managed, let's take a update at the cast and their misadventures. Everything is in the hands of the principal, the Host, modestly tries to unearth the identity of his brother's slayer. Really, "say dear," the act is to be held at 7:30. Markle portraying Lady Jane displays her temper at the most inappropriate time, much to the woes of Captain Jonathan, portrayed by Robert Brown. The dash, democracy, Sex is played by Walter Corby.

Miss Preen, the lady who loves in Dorothy Mitchell. Captain has a grand time inventing new dances during dinner, but actually he has guilty look for Mr. McVey's characterization. Mr. Gourlay, of the cold, clammy, hands, is Satur.

Selvia Delboy makes a most charming debut in the role of Miss Vaile. She seems to have an obsession for pits.

Margaret Mercer, who plays the part of Miss Vaile has a most suave part in the cast. She portrays the mild of the Host, morbidly tries to uncover the reason the parade was revoked and why the peace demonstration was stopped with "unusual for force." The group, which included the Rev. E. K. Bell, the Rev. John W. Wilson, the Rev. John B. Hanna, the Rev. W. J. Glover, Dr. M. W. Hiatt, and Homer Gebhardt, asked that the results of the investigation be published.

The formal initiation will be held during the month of April, according to the Executive Board. The committee requests that the usual Memorial day parade.

The home of distinctive "MISSY" STYLES at Moderate Prices

FOR MOTHER'S DAY

HANDBACKS... VASES... SCARFS BANQUET PICTURES

HOBBY HOUSE

125 East College Avenue

The Candle Glow for Luncheons

Dinners

Teas

Mildred Gaenger to Head Ariel Staff

Robert O'Boyle is Business Manager: Russell Ingram Photographer

Mildred Gaenger was elected editor of the Ariel and head of control meeting Tuesday afternoon. She is a transfer from Milwaukee State Teachers college, teacher of German, Alpha Theta, and is on the Ariel staff this year. She will be a sophomore next year and will take the editorship.

Business manager for next year will be Robert O'Boyle, and Russell Ingram will be on the Ariel staff as editorial photographer. He will be a sophomore next year and will take the editorship.

This election is under the new plan for the Ariel positions. The assistant editor will be chosen in December of next year so that all classes may compete and the assistant editor may automatically succeed in the editorship.

TAU KAPPA ALPHA ELECTS

Speaker Johnson was elected president of Tau Kappa Alpha national honorary fraternity fraternity last Monday night. The secretary-treasurer for the coming year will be Dave Morgan.

All books must be returned to the library by May 22. If any are not returned, fines will be imposed. During the month of April, the library will be open until 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, and until 5:00 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday.

FOR YOUR Convenience Cloths May Be Left at the Pentius National Laundry

Phone 667

Uneeda Laundry and Zoric Cleaners

We Call and Deliver

518 West College Ave.

For Your Convenience Cloths May Be Left at the Pentius National Laundry
Sig Eps, Phi Delts Show Class In First Wins

**Sig Eps Blank Blanks**

Sig Eps and Phi Delts showed class in their first wins of the season, indicating a potential for continued success. The Sig Eps, in particular, demonstrated their strength with a two-run lead by the fifth inning, which they held to secure the victory. The Phi Delts also made a strong showing, with their own lead growing due to a series of runs, although they ultimately fell short of victory.

**Tennis Squads Meet**

**Belroi Three Saturday**

The tennis squads of both Sig Eps and Phi Delts showed promise in their respective matches. The Sig Eps, in particular, were favored with a lead of 2-0, thanks to strong performances from individual players. The Phi Delts also made a notable effort, with a pair of wins against the opposition.

**Track Squat at Belroi Tomorrow**

**To be Last Dual Meet Of Season For Vikes**

Both Sig Eps and Phi Delts are gearing up for their last dual meet of the season, which promises to be an exciting contest. The Sig Eps are expected to field a strong lineup, with several players showing promise for victory.

**Vike Tracksters Take Ripon by Score of 95-37**

The Vike tracksters defeated Ripon with a score of 95-37, showcasing their strength and skill. While specific details of the match are not provided, the victory is a testament to the dedication and hard work of the Vike tracksters.

**Inter - Sorority Tourneys Are in Full Swing**

The end of the inter-sorority sport season brings another round of competitions for the girls. The track tourneys are particularly noteworthy, with high-energy matches and enthusiastic crowds. The tourneys are open to all students, providing a platform for showcasing individual skills and team spirit.

The end of the inter-sorority sport season brings two contests to the girls. The inter-sorority golf tournament and tennis matches are held in full swing, depending on the weather. Golf started Monday, May 8, and the tennis contests will be played the first three rounds by Monday, May 15. The tourneys are open to all, with Theta's and Alpha Chi's, Delta's and Delta's, and Theta's and Theta's teams playing each with a unique twist.

The first round in the team matches is to be played by May 18 and the future games will be announced. Get out and cheer your team on — you're playing for your team! The winner of the inter-sorority tennis tournament will be more than just a dub at the game. Come out and see the action.

**Rice Institute, Texas, Gives an unofficial intelligence test to student campaigners before elections.**

The rice institute in Texas, Texas, gives an unofficial intelligence test to student campaigners before elections. This test is used to measure the intelligence of the students, with the results being used to determine their eligibility for certain positions or roles.
Choosing Your School

In these days of uncertainty and flux it is important that young people be given the opportunity to make an intelligent decision regarding their future. The complexity of modern society necessitates well-defined notions as to what young students receiving their high school diplomas are going to do next. There are some who postpone the solution of their problems by going to college.

To them, college is the gateway to positions which are soft, college experience is a means of becoming socially polished, and a taste of life becomes the magic key to wealth and prominence. However, there are other considerations that make it essential for young people to approach the problem of deciding their careers less casually and less blindly. In fact, it can be safely questioned whether college is a sure way to any position, and in more ways than one college has become a refuge for those whose ideals are low and whose purposes are selfish.

Many high school graduates are pushed along by unexpected events only to find themselves in a college for which they are not as yet qualified to enter. The fact is, as Frank L. J. Keller, an editor of Occupations recently said, "most of what goes by the name 'choosing' is a hunch, a whim, accidents, compulsions, even deceptions, which we try to cover up with some such phrases as 'my best judgment.'"

The thoughtful freshman narrows the question down to this—"Is there a fundamental need of human society for which college experience will prepare me?" If there is, go to college. Go to a college which can best prepare you to fill that need. Choose your college intelligently. There is nothing so profound and obscure about choosing intelligently. Analyze your personality, considered and thoughtfully. Use common sense, and when you have decided the habits and traits which a sound education should develop, assemble all your possible choices of schools and decide which one will best fulfill the responsibility of providing your career. Lawrence college takes full cognizance of this phase of guidance. It offers a wide range of opportunities, with and in more ways than one college has become a refuge for those whose ideals are low and whose purposes are selfish.

Not only are the entering freshman's abilities and interests scrutinized, but the personality and character of the young person are examined equally as thoroughly. The training and experience tends to make the student responsible, to teach him to go along with others, to be pleasing and courteous in manner, to be industrious and conscientious and to develop to the full extent his other personality traits.

If you, as freshmen, have decided that there are great needs of humanity which are not yet met, rest assured that Lawrence college has accepted its share of this responsibility.